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Independent Specialist alternatives co-investment platform with a focus on the real assets space:

Astarte invests by forming partnerships with experienced asset operating teams bringing them institutional capital, practices and structures in order to help them establish 
themselves as category leaders in their sector.

Strong track record on successfully building businesses and partnerships
with real asset operators across different asset classes and jurisdictions

Combined experience of 250+ years in building, managing and growing 
businesses across the spectrum of traditional and alternative asset 
management. Astarte contributes unique insights to governance, 
operation, transparency and reporting requirements demanded by 
institutional investors

Multibillion ($) fund-raising track record across all asset classes

Wide expertise in alternative investments evaluation and execution for 
institutional investors in both advisory and management roles

New York

London
Zurich

Sydney

Professionals Across 5 Strategic Locations:Astarte – Background:
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Toronto

Astarte Capital Partners Overview 



Ethos Astarte relies on success-based compensation only in order to achieve better alignment of interests. 

Approach

Astarte’s investment strategy aims to generate returns from two areas:

Performance of the asset class, which will generate yield and capital gains from a 
portfolio of real assets

Profit share and equity upside from the growth of the partnership as a business,  
attracting also third party capital

Private Capital Working Smarter:

Deployment of capital alongside operational expertise

No investor returns leakage from fees 
that are uncorrelated to performance and success 

High alignment of interests with investors

Why

Our Philosophy
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Note: There is no guarantee of trading performance and past or projected performance is not necessarily a guide for future results

Active strategic partnerships that provide working capital investments and asset investments to seasoned asset operators in less explored areas of real assets.



Astarte has an experienced and multi-disciplinary team that brings over 250 years of combined experience with global asset 
management, alternative investments and financial organisations

Astarte as an investment platform aims to source, invest in and scale niche investment strategies by structuring and growing 
institutional quality asset management businesses:

Our Capabilities

The Astarte team combines seasoned asset management professionals who have enjoyed distinguished careers in both,
operational and investment roles with established real asset businesses, asset managers, institutional investors and financial
institutions

Senior team members bring together a combined skill-set of:

• Cross-asset class fund management and business development across strategies and jurisdictions

• Senior executive roles in asset management, especially in establishment and growth phase of the business

• Investment execution and corporate finance under highly regulated institutions

Multi-disciplinary team skill-set

Senior Roles Held by Astarte Team Members

Invest: in specialist areas of real assets that are less competitive and allow attractive risk/return profiles

Build: asset portfolios and investment management operations that employ best-in-class sector/asset expertise and implement
best practices in investment selection, governance and operations

Grow: the capital deployed in asset classes where there is structural gap by scaling the investment management operations into
established asset management businesses that can attract and serve institutional investors’ capital

Three-dimensional investment approach

Cross-asset Fund 
Management & 
Capital Raising

Executive Roles 
in Asset 

Management

Investment 
Execution & 

Corporate Finance

Invest

Build Grow
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Deal flow of 200+ potential opportunities seen over the last 18 months

Climate Change

Clean Water Shortage

Food Supply & Security

Ageing Population

Future Mobility

Growing Waste Volumes

Population Growth

Energy Efficiency

Macro Trends
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Potential Investment Opportunities
Natural Resources Transportation Specialist Real Estate
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Renewables &
Energy Storage

Water Infrastructure & 
Supply

Sustainable  Agriculture Student Accommodation

Future Core Senior Accommodation

Net Lease

Aviation Leasing Shipping

Electric Vehicles

Deal Flow

Waste Management & 
Waste-to-Energy Rail

Areas of Opportunity



Single Investment Structure - Indicative

Investors

Asset SPV1

Asset Portfolio(s)

Asset SPV … Asset SPVn

Asset Management 
JV

Asset Operator
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Astarte is an investment platform which has a discretionary and a co-investment side, offering all options to investors and creating 
operational synergies and a clear economic benefit
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Directs vs Funds

Fees & Compensation Structures

LP / GP Relationship

Astarte Focus: Where Can We Improve the PE Model? 
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1. Total cost of investing

2. Incentive mechanism and alignment of interest

3. Capturing value creation or “leaving money on the table” for LPs

Astarte directly addresses (2) and (3) while focusing on minimising (1)

Why are we talking about fees & how should we be thinking about fees:

Fees & Compensation Structures
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Directs and co-investments retain investment discretion and allow exposure to specific deals/themes

• Deal flow?

• Human and capital resource intensity to execute and monitor?

• Scalability / ability to deploy entire portfolio vs concentration?

Fund allocations give up investment discretion but offer portfolio diversification and larger capacity
allocations

• Blind pool?

• Distance from deal?

• Lack of transparency?

Astarte approach: Direct investments/co-investments go hand-in-hand with discretionary capital

Directs vs Funds
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Interaction:

Traditionally GP commitments are perceived/used as passive capital allocations with
interaction primarily around reporting cycles

Astarte offers a framework that promotes more strategic relationship with LPs and triggers
more frequent and more transparent interaction around investments

LP / GP Relationship

ESG & Responsible Investing: emphasis on Governance

By establishing active partnerships it allows us to:

• implement structures and operational framework of our standards within our portfolio investments

• have access to asset level information at great detail

Our incentive for co-investments ensures that we:

• employ lean cost/fee structures for LPs

• provide LPs with high level of information on investments but without risking the deal completion
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Change never comes from those who benefit from the status quo

New entrants need backing from LPs to succeed

When you find teams who think they way you want, allow yourselves to be convinced

If everyone waits for someone else to be first, change may never happen

Are LPs Supporting the Change?



Contact Information

DISCLAIMER: This document has been prepared by Astarte Capital Partners LLP and to a limited extent sets out its objectives and strategies. The information contained herein is for discussion
purposes only and does not purport to contain all information that may be required to evaluate an investment opportunity or a financial position. This document is not an advertisement or prospectus
and does not constitute or form part of any offer or invitation or inducement to sell or issue, or any solicitation of any offer to purchase or subscribe for, any shares in the Company or any other
securities nor shall this document or any part of it, nor the fact of its distribution, form the basis of, or be relied on in connection with, any contract or investment decision in relation thereto, nor does
it constitute a recommendation regarding investment. While the facts and matters set out have been produced in good faith no representation or warranty, express or implied, is given by or on behalf
of Astarte Capital Partners LLP or any of its directors, officers, employees, advisers or any other persons as to the accuracy, fairness or completeness of the information or opinions herein and no
liability whatsoever is accepted by any such person for any loss or damage, howsoever arising, directly or indirectly, from any use of such information or otherwise arising in connection
herewith. Nothing in this document constitutes investment, account, legal, regulatory, tax or other advice. Recipients should consult their own legal, tax, accounting and financial advisors regarding
the economic benefits and risks of the investments or transactions described in this document, and the potential legal, regulatory, credit, tax and account impact of such investments or transactions
based upon their individual circumstances. This financial promotion is issued by Astarte Capital Partners LLP which is an appointed representative of Laven Advisors LLP which is authorised and
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA). The Astarte Special Opportunities Platform (the Fund) is defined as ‘Unregulated Collective Investment Schemes’ (UCIS) and the promotion of a
UCIS either within the UK or from the UK is severely restricted by statute. Consequently, this document is only made available to professional clients and eligible counterparties as defined by the FCA
and also to persons of a kind to whom the Fund may lawfully be promoted by an authorised person by virtue of Section 238(5) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, the Financial Services
and Markets Act 2000 (Exemption) Order 2001 and COBS 4.12.4R. Past performance is not indicative of future results. The value of your investment may go down as well as up, and you may not
receive upon redemption the full amount of your original investment. Participation in the Fund(s) should only be made by persons with experience of participating in unregulated schemes and any
other person who receives this document should not rely upon it. Therefore retail clients should not rely on the information here in. Australia: This information is presented by Arrkene Pty Ltd (ABN 60
618 872 969) (Arrkene). Arrkene is a Corporate Authorised Representative (CAR No. 1262561) of Havana Financial Services Pty Limited (ABN 90 619 804 518, AFSL No 500435). Arrkene has obtained
information from Astarte Capital Partners LLP and considers it to be reliable, but does not represent that such information is accurate or complete, or that it should be relied upon. Arrkene makes no
representations or warranties, express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of the information it provides and to the maximum extent permitted by law, neither Arrkene nor its directors,
employees, representatives or agents accept any liability for any loss arising in relation to this information. This information is intended only for wholesale clients within the meaning of s761G and
s761GA of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) and must not be forwarded or otherwise made available to anyone who is not a wholesale client. This information does not take into account the objectives,
financial situation or needs of any person. Before making an investment decision, one should read the relevant offer document and (if appropriate) seek professional advice to determine whether the
investment is suitable for them. An investment may achieve a lower than expected return and investors risk losing some or all of their principal investment. Past performance is no indication of future
performance. This information is current as at the date specified and is subject to change. This information may not be reproduced, distributed or transmitted by any means, in whole or in part,
without the written permission of Arrkene.”

info@astartecp.com
Tel: +44 (0) 203 696 8260

www.astartecp.com
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